Witnesses of the Witness
Elie Wiesel`s Work and Message
New Perspectives, New Projects

The Elie Wiesel Research Center presents
Elie Wiesel Research Conferences
In Connection with the 5th Anniversary of the Passing of Elie Wiesel, of Righteous Memory.

Sunday, July 4th 2021:
4pm Europe / 5pm Israel / 10am EDT / 7am PDT

Initiatives in pedagogy and ethics
Books – new editions, new printings, new commentaries

Registration

Katholisch-Theologische Fakultät
Abteilung für Religionspädagogik
Introduction and welcoming
by Reinhold Boschki & Daniel Krochmalnik

Books – new editions, new printings, new commentaries

4:15 Team of the Elie Wiesel Research Center, Tübingen University, Germany: The vision of a Complete Edition of Elie Wiesel’s writings in German language

Introduction: Reinhold Boschki & Daniel Krochmalnik
Short contributions by Valesca Baert-Knoll, Marion Eichelsdörfer, Juliane Güler

4:45 Mechael Pomeranz, Jerusalem: The Tale of a Niggun.

Readings and explanations. More projects: Reprinting of Elie Wiesel’s books: Sages and Dreamers; other Hasidic and Biblical writings.

5:15 Alan L. Berger; David Patterson; Avraham (Alan) Rosen: Forthcoming new books on and by Elie Wiesel (2021)

Alan L. Berger: Elie Wiesel: Humanist Messenger for Peace.
David Patterson: Portraits: The Hasidic legacy of Elie Wiesel.
Portraits and legends from the Bible, Talmud, and Hasidic world.
New Projects: The Elie Wiesel Living Archive at the 92nd Street Y

Initiatives in pedagogy and ethics

6:00 Introduction by Carolyn Johnston

6:10 The Beit Tzipora Centers in Israel. A major focus of the Elie Wiesel Foundation work. Short Video Message by Hagit Belay (prerecorded video message)


Responses to question an remarks in the chat

6:50 Elisha Wiesel: concluding remarks, comments; other projects; reading from Elie Wiesel’s work (prerecorded video message)